
Transcribed World War I letters from Tom Slattery to his folks in Covington, Indiana, 

from Camp Zachary Taylor in Louisville, KY. 

 

November 12, 1918 

Dear Folks, 

 Lots of excitement this am. War over again. Kept us awake all night celebrating. Flu is about stopped 

here but the pneumonia and impiena [?] are keeping hospital filled up. Still have a bunch of sick men. 

We are prepared to handle them, so don’t let them die any more. Only had one death in about a week. 

It was quite a novelty. Have been feeling (illegible) myself for a few days. We need a rest and don’t see a 

chance to get it. I guess the war will have to end and then everybody get well before we get to rest.  

Still in quarantine which makes it so much worse. Can’t go any place only to bed if we get a chance. No 

amusements of any kind. 

I haven’t been to the post office for so long I don’t know how it would be to get a letter or paper. We 

got our winter clothes now. There is no fits all spazams. They are warmer than the summer Khaki is all. 

We didn’t get them any to soon either. We were getting ragged. 

I got this check a few days after I wrote for it. Do what you want to with it. Buy Miriam a lot of candy 

with it. If you need it, use it. Just like finding it. I have $100 more on deposit here at Hospital. If I ever get 

a chance I will send it to you or bring it. Am writing this under difficulties so can’t think or write either. 

The way things look now we might all get to go home soon. 



Love to all 

Tom 

 

November 25, 1918 

Dear Folks: 

This has been some day in the city of Louisville. Celebrating the Victory. Big parade lasted all afternoon. 

You said you never saw a bunch of soldiers. You could of seen enough today. Passed for hours. Every 

branch of the service was represented. Sure some big bands. One had 205 men in it. Was almost a 

square long. Lots of swell floats and pretty horses, a squad of air ships flew along the line of parade 

dropping bombs of confetti. There was 12 of them and they did there drills drills which was new to us. I 

was lucky to get to see if for I suppose it will be the last big doings. First time I have been to town since 

first of Sept. Biggest crowd I was ever in, Everybody wild to. 

That is some picture of the baby. I have it setting on my desk and all the nurses were making a fuss over 

it until I told them it was mine and then they let it alone. Have had a time now making them believe it 

isn’t mine. Some healthy and fat baby to have such a skinny mother. Hope Bill is doing all right. If M was 

there to nurse him he would be all set. Nursing in pneumonia is the whole thing and only cure. We never 



lost a case where there was a special nurse on. The Flu has been clear stopped here for several weeks. 

Very few new cases coming in. It is starting again all over the country though. 

They started discharging the men this week but have no orders as to what to do with the Medical Dept. 

We will be the last. What happened to Fred Merryman? Never heard of him after he went to school. Just 

saw a few days a go in the paper where two boys from Ft. County that came here with me are dead over 

there. Robinson and Hurt. Both my friends. One fellow is still here in Hosp. that came with me (illegible) 

of Newtown. Most of the rest of them are dead. 

Say, send my mail like you used to. The 6B stuff didn’t work. Made me come after it anyway and then 

bawled me. Put Med Det on them. Have been having some swell weather here lately but it is cold as the 

(illegible) here to nite. Well Good Nite 

Love to Everybody, 

Tom 

 


